Purpose. Synthesize aminopiperidine conjugates of glutamyl-bile acids (glu-BAs) and develop a hASBT inhibition model using the conformationally sampled pharmacophore (CSP) approach. Methods. glu-BAs aminopiperidine conjugates were synthesized. hASBT inhibition was measured as K i . A CSP-SAR model was built using structural and physico-chemical descriptors and evaluated via cross-validation. Results. Twenty-nine aminopiperidine conjugates were synthesized. All inhibited hASBT, with K i ranging from 0.95 to 31.8 μM. Amidation of the piperidine nitrogen slightly decreased activity, while replacement by a carbon increased potency. Esterification of the glutamic acid linker had a minor impact, suggesting that a negative charge around C-24 is not required for binding. Three quantitative CSP-SAR models were developed. The best model (r 2 =0.813, Q 2 =0.726) included two descriptors: angle between 7-OH, α-substituent and centroid of rings B and C, and electrostatic contribution to the solvation freeenergy. The model successfully distinguished between compounds with K i <16μM and K i >16μM. Models indicated that hydrophobicity, α substituent orientation, and partially compacted side chain conformation promote inhibitory potency. Qualitative CSP-SAR analysis indicated that the presence of an internal salt bridge, resulting in a locked conformation of the side chain, yielded weaker inhibitors. Conclusions. Aminopiperidine conjugates of glu-BAs were potent hASBT inhibitors. A predictive and robust CSP-SAR model was developed.
INTRODUCTION
The human apical sodium-dependent bile acid transporter (hASBT) is a 348 amino acid intestinal transporter which plays a key role in the enterohepatic recirculation of bile acids and homeostasis of cholesterol (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . hASBT shows high affinity and high capacity for conjugated primary bile acids such as taurocholate and taurochenodeoxycholate with K i and K t in the low micromolar range (7) (8) (9) (10) . Inhibitors of hASBT decrease plasma cholesterol, improve the global serum lipid profile, and increase the fecal excretion of bile acids (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . hASBT is a possible target for increasing drug absorption via a prodrug approach (16) .
Unfortunately, in the absence of a crystal structure of the transporter, little is known about the structural requirements of binding and translocation by hASBT. In particular knowledge about the influence of chemical substituents beyond the C-24 region on hASBT binding affinity is lacking. Our laboratory has previously reported the synthesis and kinetic characterization of a series of glutamic acid and lysine conjugates of CDCA through the C-24 acid (17) . In these series, the influence of bulkiness and charge state of the amino acid in C-24 was varied, and their ability to serve as inhibitors/substrates of hASBT evaluated. Results showed that neutral, monoanionic, and cationic CDCA conjugates were potent hASBT inhibitors. Dianionic conjugates did not inhibit hASBT. Baringhaus et al. developed a 3D QSAR inhibition model for rabbit ileal Na + /bile acid cotransporters; however, their set of inhibitors did not contain any positively charged compounds (8) .
The conformationally sampled pharmacophore (CSP) method is a novel approach developed in our laboratory to generate 3-D QSAR models for ligand-based drug design. This method is particularly suited for ligands with high structural flexibility, such as glutamyl-bile acid conjugates (18) (19) (20) . The CSP method combined with the QSAR approach (denoted CSP-SAR) offers the advantage of including all possible conformations sampled by the training set compounds during model development while also accounting for physical characteristics. By considering all accessible conformers of the compounds, this method maximizes the probability of including the bound conformation of the ligands in the model.
The objective of the present study was to systematically explore the influence of piperidine probes beyond the γ-acid in the glutamic acid linker for their impact on binding to hASBT. The piperidine ring was chosen as the probe moiety since piperidine is a common scaffold in drug structures. Twenty-nine aminopiperidine conjugates of glu-BAs were synthesized. The glu-BAs were glutamyl-chenodeoxycholate (CDCA-glu) and glutamyl-ursodeoxycholate (UDCA-glu), either free or protected as a α-benzyl ester. A CSP-SAR model for hASBT inhibition was developed using a subset of 19 compounds from which a detailed model of the structural and physical characteristics that effect inhibition was obtained.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. [
3 H]-Taurocholic acid (10 μCi/mmol) was purchased from American Radiolabeled Chemicals, Inc (St. Louis, MO). Taurocholate (TCA) was from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Chenodeoxycholate (CDCA) and ursodeoxycholate (UDCA) were obtained from TCI America (Portland, OR). Protected glutamic acid analogs were from Novabiochem (Gibbstown, NJ). Chiral amino-and aminomethyl-1-N-boc-piperidine analogs were purchased from Astatech Inc. (Bristol, PA). 1-N-phenylpiperidin-4-one was from Atlantic SciTech Group (Linden, NJ). Geneticin, fetal bovine serum (FBS), trypsin, and DMEM were purchased from Invitrogen (Rockville, MD). All other reagents and chemicals were of the highest purity commercially available.
Synthetic Procedures
Synthesis of N-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBT) Esters of CDCA and UDCA. Five grams (12.7 mmol) of CDCA were reacted with HOBT (6.35 mmol) and HBTU (12.7 mmol) in 20 mL of anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF) at RT for 4 h. The reaction was quenched by adding 50 mL of cold water and extracting into 30 mL of ethyl acetate (3×). The combined organic extracts were washed thrice with 10% sodium bicarbonate and one time with water. The organic layer was dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate, filtrated and evaporated under vacuum to yield a fluffy white powder (92% yield). An identical procedure was employed in the synthesis of UDCA-OBT ester. Mass spectrometry was performed on a LCQ ESI-MS (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MD) and showed appropriate peaks: [M+1] 510.68, [M+Na] 532.68. Compounds were used in the next step without further purification.
Synthesis of α-benzyl Ester Glutamic Acid CDCA Amide (CDCA-glu). Three grams (5.89 mmol) of CDCA-OBT ester were reacted with α-benzyl-glutamic acid (6.45 mmol) along with 1.0 eq of diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) in anhydrous 20 mL DMF at 40°C overnight. The reaction was quenched by adding 50 mL of water and extracting into 30 mL of ethyl acetate (three times). The organic extract was washed with 15 mL of 1 N HCl (3×), and 15 mL of brine (1×). The ethyl acetate extract was evaporated under vacuum to yield a pale yellow oil. This oil was dissolved in the minimum amount of acetonitrile and poured into 250 mL of cold water with agitation. The suspension was then decanted and extracted into 50 mL of ethyl acetate. The organic layer was washed with brine, dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate, and evaporated under vacuum to yield α-benzyl ester glutamic acid CDCA amide (CDCA-glu) as an off-white solid (75% yield). An identical procedure was followed in the synthesis of α-benzyl ester glutamic acid UDCA amide (UDCA-glu Synthesis of Aminopiperdine Conjugates of CDCA-Glutamic Acid or UDCA-Glutamic Acid. Three general different procedures (denoted A, B, and C) were employed, depending upon the N1-protection chemistry on piperidine probe. Procedure A was used when N1 was protected with a benzyl group. Procedure B was applied when piperidine nitrogen was boc protected. Procedure C was used when N1 was acylated or aromatic, or when isosterically replaced with carbon.
Procedure A. Procedure A was applied to synthesize products 1, 2, and 3, as shown in Scheme 1. First, 3.0 mmol of N-boc-α-benzyl-glutamic acid or N-boc-α-t-butyl-glutamic acid were coupled to 1-N-benzyl-4-aminopiperidine (1.1 eq) using EDC hydrochloride/HOBT (1.2 eq each) as coupling reagents in presence of 2.4 eq of DIPEA in 10 mL of anhydrous DMF at RT for 18 h. Reaction was quenched by adding 30 mL of water and extracting into 15 mL of ethyl acetate (three times). The organic extracts were washed with 15 mL of 1 N NaOH (3×), water (1×), and brine (1×). The ethyl acetate extract was dried using anhydrous sodium sulfate, filtered and evaporated under vacuum to provide a slightly orange oil. The crude product was purified by silica gel column chromatography using ethyl acetate as mobile phase. Fractions were collected and solvent evaporated to give intermediates a or b (85 and 79% yield, respectively). TLC showed a single spot. Intermediate a was then selectively Ndeprotected using 4 M HCl in dioxane at 0°C for 30 min (21 (22) . Solvent was evaporated under vacuum and crude product was purified by ion-exchange chromatography in Amberlyst-OH (MS showed presence of impurity consistent with the methyl ester of 1) and slowly eluted with 10% water in methanol. Fractions were collected, and solvent evaporated under vacuum to give product 3 as a colorless oil in 35% yield. [M-1] 692.43.
Procedure B. Procedure B was applied to synthesize products 4-23, as shown in Scheme 2. These compounds were synthesized by reacting the appropriate amino or aminomethyl-1-N-boc-piperidine probe and CDCA-glu or UDCAglu, as follows. In general, 250 mg of probe were reacted with 0.95 eq of CDCA-glu, along with 1.0 eq of HBTU and 1.0 eq of DIPEA in 15 mL of anhydrous DMF at RT overnight. Reaction was stopped by adding 50 mL of water and extracting into ethyl acetate (15 mL, 3×). The combined organic extracts were washed with 15 mL of 1 N NaOH (3×), 1 N HCl (3×), water (1×), and brine (1×). The ethyl acetate extract was dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and evaporated under vacuum. Crude intermediates (e-n) were purified by column chromatography using mixtures ethyl acetate:methanol or DCM:methanol as required.
Cationic derivatives 4-13 were obtained after removal of boc protecting group on piperidine nitrogen from e-n by dissolving the appropriate intermediate in Zwitterionic products 14-23 were obtained by catalytic hydrogenolysis of benzyl esters of intermediates (e-n) using 10% Pd/charcoal in ethanol at 50 psi for 1 h. Suspension was filtered through Celite® and solvent evaporated under vacuum. Acidic intermediates were then subjected to removal of boc protecting group as described for products 4-13, obtaining the hydrochloride salts of derivatives [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Procedure C. Anionic conjugates 24-29 were synthesized from either N-acyl-4-aminopiperidine (24) (25) (26) (27) , N-phenyl-4-aminopiperidine (28), or cyclohexylamine (29) as follows. N-acyl-4-aminopiperidine probes were synthesized by reacting 4-Z-aminopiperidine and corresponding acylating agent (acyl chloride 24, benzoyl chloride 25, and phenylacetyl chloride 26), along with DIPEA and DMAP in THF at RT overnight (23) . This procedure failed when pivaloyl chloride (27) was used as acylating agent. The 1-N-pivaloylamide was then obtained by reacting 4-Z-aminopiperidine and pivaloyl chloride along with EDC in presence of DMAP as previously described (24) . Next, 4-Z-aminopiperidine-1-N-acyl amide was deprotected by catalytic hydrogenation with 10% Pd/C in ethanol. 1-N-phenyl-4-aminopiperidine was synthesized by reductive amination of 1-N-phenylpiperidin-4-one as previously described (25) . Nitrogenated probes were then reacted with CDCA-glu, purified by column chromatography, and debenzylated by catalytic hydroScheme 1. Synthetic approach to obtain compounds 1-3 from N1-benzyl-4-aminopiperidine. hASBT Inhibition Requirements: Beyond C-24 Region 
Cell Culture and Assay Methods
Cell Culture. Stably-transfected hASBT-MDCK cells were cultured as previously described (26) . Briefly, cells were grown at 37°C, 90% relative humidity, 5% CO 2 atmosphere and fed every 2 days. Culture media consisted on DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 50 units/mL penicillin, and 50 μg/mL streptomycin. Geneticin was added at 1 mg/mL to maintain selection pressure. Cells were passaged after 4 days or after reaching 90% confluency.
Inhibition Assay. To characterize hASBT binding affinities, cis-inhibition studies of TCA uptake were conducted as described. Stably-transfected hASBT-MDCK cells were grown on 12-well plates (3.8 cm 2 , Corning, Corning, NY) and grown under conditions described above. Briefly, cells were seeded at a density of 1.5 million/well and induced with 10 mM sodium butyrate 12-15 h at 37°C prior to study on day 4. Cells were washed thrice with Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS) prior to assay. Studies were conducted at 37°C, 50 rpm for 10 min in an orbital shaker, as 10 min has been shown to be a suitable sample time (26) . Uptake buffer consisted of HBSS, which contained 137 mM NaCl (pH 6.8) and was supplemented with 1 g/L of glucose. Cells were exposed to donor solutions containing substrate (2.5 μM TCA+0.5 μCi/ml [ 3 H]-TCA) and inhibitor (1-200 μM, n=3) for 10 min. After this time, donor solution was removed and cells were washed three times with chilled sodium-free buffer (where NaCl was replaced by 137 mM tetraethylammonium chloride). Cells were lysed using 250 μL of 1N NaOH and allowed to stand for at least 2 h. After that time cell lysate was neutralized with 250 μL of 1N HCl. Lysate was then counted for associated radioactivity (i.e [ 3 H]-TCA) using an LS6500 liquid scintillation counter (Beckmann Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, CA). Inhibition data were analyzed in terms of inhibition constant K i as described below.
Kinetic Analysis. TCA uptake inhibition data were fitted to Eq. 1 in WinNonlin 5.2 (Pharsight, Mountain View, CA). Equation 1 is a modified version of the classical competitive inhibition model, but accounts for the presence of an aqueous boundary layer (7). Only K i was estimated from Eq. 1, while other parameters (J max , P p , and K t ) were obtained from parallel TCA uptake studies performed on the same occasion (27) . Across occasions, J max varied from 3.91×10 −4 nmol/cm 2 /s to 4.32×10 −4 nmol/cm 2 /s, while P p varied from 0.890×10 −7 cm/s to 3.00×10 −7 cm/s. TCA K t was set to 5.03 mM, as obtained from pooled kinetic analysis of historical TCA uptake studies. P ABL was set to 1.5×10 −4 cm/s (28).
Scheme 2. Synthetic approach to obtain compounds 4-23 from N1-boc protected aminopiperidine probes.
Computational Methods
Molecular Dynamics. Molecules were built using the program CHARMM (29) with the all-atom CHARMM general force field (CGenFF, K.V. and A.D.M., Work in progress). Each molecule was subjected to 1,000 steps of steepest descent (SD) and 500 steps of Newton-Raphson (NRAP) energy minimization in the gas phase to a gradient of 10 −4 kcal/mol/ Å. CHARMM-minimized structures were subjected to replica exchange molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to obtain the conformational distribution of each molecule (19, (30) (31) (32) . Replica exchange MD simulations involved 20 ns simulations with four replicas of each molecule between 300 K and 400 K using an exponential scale (300 K, 330 K, 363 K, and 400 K). Exchange of replicas was attempted after every 250 MD steps. MD simulations were performed using Langevin dynamics (33) with an integration time step of 0.002 ps and the aqueous solvation was modeled implicitly via the Generalized Born Continuum Solvent Model (GBMV) (34, 35) . SHAKE was applied to all covalent bonds involving hydrogens (36) . Conformations saved every 20 ps and obtained from all 4 replicas were used for the analysis. The protonation states of the ionizable groups present in the molecules were determined based on the experimental pH of 6.8. All free α-acids at R 1 (Table I) were assumed to be deprotonated and the basic nitrogens on piperidine rings were assumed to be protonated.
Model Development. Several physico-chemical descriptors were calculated for the molecules. The average electrostatic contribution to the solvation free energy (GBener) was calculated using the GBMV implicit solvent model. Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and polar surface area (PSA) were calculated using the Lee and Richards method as implemented in CHARMM (37) . The radius of the solvent molecule was taken as 1.4 Å, which approximates the radius of a water molecule (38) . PSA for each compound was calculated by adding the contribution of polar atoms (N, O and their covalently bound hydrogen atoms). SASA and PSA were also calculated exclusively for the region beyond C-24 of the bile acid conjugates (SASA-side and PSA-side) to access the contribution of the substituents alone towards the interaction with hASBT. GBener and the surface area terms were obtained as averages over all the conformations saved from the MD simulations. Molecular weight (MW), molar refractivity (MR), number of rotatable bonds (brotN), partition coefficient (logP(o/w)) and flexibility parameter (KierFlex) were calculated using the program MOE (39) .
In order to elucidate the effect of the aminopiperidine group on the rest of the molecule 10 distances (O3-AS, O7-AS, AS-BC, AC-C20, O3-OA, O7-OA, N1-OA, N1-CG, N1-O3 AND N1-O7), 18 virtual valence angles (03-AS-BC, O3-BC-AS, BC-O3-AS, O3-AS-C20, O7-AS-BC, O7-BC-AS, BC-O7-AS, O7-AS-C20, O7-C20-AS, C20-O7-AS, O3-OA-N1, O3-C20-N1, O7-OA-N1, O7-C20-N1, C20-N1-OA, OA-N1-CG, OA-CG-N1, CG-OA-N1) and two virtual dihedral angles (OA-C24-CG-N1 and OG-NG-CG-N1) were calculated involving the pharmacophoric feature points shown in Fig. 1 for all conformations obtained from the MD trajectories. 1-D probability distributions of all structural descriptor were derived with a bin size of 0.1 Å, 1°and 5°for distances, valence angles and dihedral angles, respectively. In order to complement the quantitative model, several 2D probability distributions of the structural descriptors in combinations of two were also derived. 2D probability distributions were obtained using a bin size of 0.2 Å, 3°and 5°for distances, angles and dihedrals, respectively.
Overlap coefficient (OC) of each structural descriptor were used to quantify the extent of similarity of the regions of conformational space as defined by the various distances, angles and dihedrals sampled by each compound. OC for continuous probability density functions is given by Reiser and Faraggi (40) ,
where f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) are probability density functions of the two distributions. For discrete probability functions Eq. 2 can be written as,
where P A i and P B i are the probability in bin i for compounds A and B and N is the total number of bins. OC values for each compound were calculated with respect to the most potent inhibitor in the data set (Compound 9, K i =0.953 μM). The overlap coefficients of all molecules were regressed with respect to their inhibition coefficients. Similarly physicochemical descriptors were also subjected to linear regression against the respective K i values of the molecules. Microsoft Excel 2000 was used for the regression analysis. The structural and physico-chemical descriptors were then combined to make a complete set of molecular descriptors for the model development. All descriptors having linear r 2 >0.01 were selected for multivariable regression analysis.
Molecular descriptors were initially subjected to multivariable regression in all possible combinations of two. However, any pair of descriptors having an internal correlation (i.e. correlation between those two descriptors) greater than 0.8 was discarded from multivariable regression. The correlation matrix used to determine the internal correlation between descriptors is presented in Table S1 of the Supplemental Material. All pairs of descriptors with p-values of the independent variables, as well as the intercept, less than 0.05 were selected for further analysis. Next, additional descriptors were added one at a time to each selected pair of descriptors. This approach was applied to all selected groups until all possible combinations of descriptors yielded p-values greater than 0.05. All the combinations of descriptors with p-values less than 0.05 formed the set of candidate models.
Model Evaluation. AIC C (modified Akaike Information Criterion) (41, 42) analysis was performed on the candidate models to rank them in the order of descending probability of being the best model. AIC C is the original AIC equation with a second order correction for small sample size and is given by:
where n = sample size, k = number of variables including the intercept, RSS = residual sum of squares. For larger sample sizes, the last term of the Eq. 3 vanishes to yield the original AIC equation. The model having the smallest AIC value among all the candidate models is designated as the best model. The AIC weight factor (W i ) was also calculated to measure the probability of the model having the smallest AIC value to be the best in the entire candidate model set (43) . W i was calculated using Eq. 4
where N = number of candidate models and Δ i = AIC i − min(AIC). Candidate models yielding more than 5% probability of being the best model were selected for further analysis. The robustness of the predictive power of the selected models was tested by the leave-one-out cross validation analysis. In this method, one of the observations was kept as validation data with the rest of the data used to form the training set. The inhibition constant of the test compound was then predicted using the model based on the training set compounds. This procedure was repeated for all other compounds until each of them served once as a test compound. The predictive power of the model was then assessed by calculating the crossvalidated r 2 or Q 2 using Eq. 4.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Presented are results from the synthetic efforts and the subsequent hASBT inhibition experiments, followed by CSP-SAR model results. Synthetic efforts yielded in improved approaches allowing for a relatively large number of conjugates to be studied. hASBT inhibition experiments were first interpreted qualitatively allowing for general associations between compound features and inhibition data to be derived. More rigorous CSP-SAR model results are separated into preliminary model development, quantitative CSP-SAR models, and qualitative CSP-SAR model.
Synthesis.
We successfully synthesized a series of 29 piperidine conjugates of CDCA-glu and UDCA-glu in good to excellent yields. In the remainder of the text CDCA-glu denotes either α-benzyl ester glutamic acid CDCA amide or glutamic acid CDCA amide and UDCA-glu denotes either α-benzyl ester glutamic acid UDCA amide or glutamic acid UDCA amide.
N1-boc protecting group offered the possibility for selective removal from intermediates e-n by reaction in a mixture of anhydrous dioxane: 2N HCl in ether (1:4) . This method is a modification of a previously reported methodology applied in the selective removal of boc protection in amino acids (21) . When the described procedure was directly applied to e-n, products were formed in very low yields and only after very cumbersome chromatographic purification. Based on the observation that e-n were insoluble in ether, N1 was deprotected by first dissolving the intermediate in 1 part of dioxane (usually 5 mL) and then adding 4 parts of a commercial mixture of 2N HCl in ether. The reaction was rapid (30 min) and practically quantitative. The precipitation of the HCl salt not only drove the reaction to completion, but also prevented potential alkylation of hydroxyl groups in the steroidal nucleus due to side products from the cleavage of boc. The reaction was found to be compatible with both α-benzyl and α-acidic intermediates, allowing for cations 4-13 and the zwitterions 14-23 from common intermediates to be obtained (Scheme 2).
Several chemical features of the conjugates were systematically varied and their impact on hASBT binding assessed: 1) position of the piperidine nitrogen (N1) relative to the γ-carbonyl (γ-CO) in the glutamic acid linker (e.g. 4 and 8);
2) distance of N1 to γ-CO and conformational freedom of piperidine probe by inclusion of a methylene bridge between γ-CO and ring (e.g. 8 and 10); 3) charge state of N1 (e.g. 14 and 24); 4) stereochemistry of bridging carbon between γ-CO and probe (e.g. 12 and 13); 5) presence of a bulky group on N1 (e.g. 2 and 4); 6) charge state of α-acid (e.g. 7 and 17); and 7) stereochemistry of 7-hydroxyl (7-OH) in the steroidal nucleus (e.g. 14 and 15). Table I shows the general structure of compounds and their binding affinities to hASBT. Compounds in Table I are organized based on stereochemistry of 7-OH on steroidal nucleus (α in CDCA, β in UDCA), nature of substituent on α-acid (R 1 ), nature of substituent in N1 (R 2 ), and position of bridging carbon between probe and γ-amide relative to N1 (-CONH-). This column also shows the relative stereochemistry of the substituent on the piperidine ring. Columns labeled X and n refer to the presence/absence of nitrogen on the ring and to the presence/absence of methylene bridge between γ-amide and probe, respectively.
hASBT Inhibition SAR. All compounds were found to be potent inhibitors of hASBT, regardless of charge state, with K i values ranging from 0.953 (9) to 31.8 (21) μM. Analysis of the activity data suggested the following general contributions towards hASBT inhibition. Presence of a benzyl group on N1 did not affect potency (1-4), nor did the presence or absence of the nitrogen in the piperidine ring (14 vs 29). However, amidation of the piperidine nitrogen reduced binding affinity with a small group having a bigger impact (24 vs 27). Benzylation of the α-acid had only a minor effect on activity (∼2 fold decrease) when compared to the respective free acids. This observation suggests that a negative charge around C-24 is not necessary for binding. A 7-OH in an α orientation was found to be preferable for binding, rather than the β configuration, resembling the difference in activity between unconjugated CDCA and UDCA (7). In fact, this difference mimicked CDCA and UDCA difference when a negative charge was proximal to C-24 (i.e. free α-acid).
A smaller distance between the positive charge and the γ-amide (absence of a methylene bridge) was preferable for binding, especially for 3α-substituted piperidine (19 vs 21) possibly due to the formation of an internal electrostatic interaction between N1 and the α-acid, as discussed below. Position of the bridging carbon between the γ-amide and the piperidine probe (2, 3, or 4 relative to N1) was found to impact activity, especially for zwitterionic derivatives. The potency ranking was 4>2>3 with stereochemistry modulating activity of the 3-substituted derivatives. Thus 20 (i.e. 3β) was 10-fold more potent than 21 (3α).
hASBT Inhibition CSP-SAR Model Development: Preliminary Evaluation. To develop more rigorous models relating structure to affinity, derivatives 1-4, 6, 8-14, 16, and 18-23 were subjected to CSP-SAR model analysis. These derivatives were chosen based on their structural similarity. More specifically, selected compounds contained a basic nitrogen in the piperidine ring. The ten compounds that were excluded either lacked a basic nitrogen or were conjugates of UDCAglu. Preliminary analysis indicated that the activity of the six compounds lacking a basic nitrogen require a different model. The four UDCA-glu derivatives were excluded since their activities, relative to the corresponding CDCA-glu conjugates, were simply explained by the stereochemistry of the 7-OH on UDCA versus CDCA. A basic nitrogen (versus non-basic) and an α-OH configuration at C-7 (versus β-OH) promote binding, such that lack of these elements caused lack of model fit.
In the absence of experimental data of the receptor 3D structure as well as that of inhibitor-transporter complexes, ligand-based drug design approaches must be applied (44) . The CSP method is a novel ligand-based approach that offers the advantage of including all possible conformations sampled by the training set molecules in model development. The CSP-SAR method using replica-exchange MD simulations is particularly advantageous for compounds with high molecular flexibility such as 1-29 (20) as the replica-exchange methodology greatly facilitates the sampling of conformational space by the ligands under study. This has been shown to be effective for opioid peptides (19) and facilitates application of the CSP method to the bile acid conjugates, whose side chains are relatively large and flexible.
In this study, the hASBT inhibitory potency (i.e. K i ) was the activity parameter. 11 structural features (Fig. 1) were used to define the accessible conformational space sampled by each molecule. As discussed in the computational methods section, 9 being the most potent agent was used as the reference molecule to calculate the OC values for all remaining compounds included in the CSP-SAR model development. Table S2 in supplemental material represents the values of physico-chemical descriptors and the overlap coefficients of structural descriptors.
hASBT Inhibition CSP-SAR Model Development: Quantitative Model. Quantitative analysis of the overlap coefficients of various descriptors revealed two general trends. First, the conformational properties of the compounds with protected α-acid and K i <16 μM were very similar while being distinct from compounds with free α-acid and K i >16 μM. Second, the conformational properties of compounds with free α-acid and K i <16 μM were not only different from the corresponding α-benzyl esters, but also highly similar with molecules having K i >16 μM. This observation led us to segregate compounds into three different groups. G1 compounds were protected α-acids with K i <16 μM (1, 2, 4, 6, and 8-13). G2 compounds were free α-acids with K i <16 μM (3, 14, 16, and 18-20) . G3 compounds were free α-acids with K i >16 μM (21-23) . Fig. 2 shows the 1-D probability distributions of the compounds in sets G1, G2, and G3 for the following four structural descriptors: distance between piperidine nitrogen and 7-hydroxyl in the steroidal nucleus (N1-O7; panel A); angle between C-20 in CDCA, piperidine nitrogen, and centroid of α-acid oxygens in glutamic acid linker (C20-N1-OA; panel B); angle between 7-hydroxyl, centroid of α-substituent in glutamic acid linker, and centroid of rings B and C in cholestane skeleton (O7-AS-BC; panel C); and angle O7-AS-C20 (panel D). In general, compounds in G1 were more flexible and sampled a larger conformational space than G2 and G3. Further inspection of Fig. 2 revealed that G2 sampled a conformational space more similar to G3 than that of G1, despite G2 displaying K i values closer to G1. G2 and G3 showed almost identical conformational distributions for parameters O7-AS-BC and O7-AS-C20 ( Fig. 2C and D, respectively). However, G2 and G3 displayed different conformational sampling for parameters N1-O7 and C20-N1-OA ( Fig. 2A and B, respectively) . This observation demonstrated that G2 and G3 compounds were conformationally very similar, except for the position of the N1 with respect to the rest of the molecule. Interestingly, Fig. 2A revealed a small range in N1-O7 (16 Å-18 Å) that was significantly sampled by G1 and G2, but not by G3. Despite the presence of sampling differences for descriptors in Fig. 2 between G2 and G3, the narrow range of activity data (0.953 μM to 31.8 μM) precluded the development of a CSP-SAR model to distinguish G2 and G3 compounds. Hence, it was decided to exclude G2 from quantitative model development and include only G1 and G3. However, as described below, qualitative CSP-SAR analysis was able to propose a model to explain the high affinity of G2 compounds. Attempts to determine a quantitative model based on G2 and G3 were not successful (r 2 ≤0.301). Quantitative modeling of the G1 and G3 compounds was initiated using single variable regression analysis of all structural and physico-chemical descriptors with respect to K i . Analysis yielded 24 structural descriptors with linear r 2 >0.01. Eight distances (N1-OA, N1-O3, N1-O7, N1-CG, O3-AS, O7-AS, AS-BC and AS-C20), 14 virtual angles (O7-AS-BC, BC-O7-AS, O7-BC-AS, O7-AS-C20, C20-O7-AS, O7-C20-AS, O3-AS-BC, BC-O3-AS, O3-BC-AS, OA-N1-CG, C20-N1-OA, CG-OA-N1, OA-CG-N1 and O7-C20-N1), and two virtual dihedral angles (OA-C24-CG-N1 and OG-NG-CG-N1) (Table II) . Physico-chemical descriptors SASAside, SASA, and PSA showed the highest linear correlations. The negative coefficient of SASA-side and SASA suggested that bulky groups on these molecules favor inhibition of hASBT (i.e., decrease K i ). Consistent with this result were the negative coefficients for MW and MR. Notably, the positive coefficient of PSA suggested that an increase in polar surface area disfavors hASBT inhibition. Similarly, the positive coefficient of PSA-side and negative coefficient of GBener indicated increased polarity to decrease activity. This observation was supported by the negative coefficient of logP (o/w). The flexibility-related descriptors KierFlex and brotN also displayed negative coefficients, indicating that increase flexibility promotes hASBT inhibition. However, their contribution may be related to larger side chains having more rotatable bonds. Surface area terms gave the highest correlations and were subjected to further analysis to investigate the contribution of the surfaces areas of different regions of the molecules to inhibitory activity. Regression analysis of the surface area terms for the entire molecule, as well as the region beyond C-24 side chain, correlated with K i , where larger surface area of entire molecule or side chain promoted binding. Meanwhile, the total and polar surface area terms for the cholestane moiety alone yielded poor correlation (0.339 and 0.0449, respectively). These observations indicate that the side chain beyond the C-24 region dominated the polar and Regression analysis of structural descriptors (e.g. O7-AS-C20) employed the overlap coefficients with respect to 9. a Coefficient of independent variable and coefficient of intercept have units of μM divided by units of the molecular descriptor (e.g. μM/Å 2 for SASA-side).
van der Waals surface interaction for the molecules studied, which impacted K i ; of course, all modifications of molecules were performed on the side chain, with the cholestane moiety unaltered.
Overlap coefficients for all structural descriptors, except one, showed negative coefficients with respect to inhibitory activity (Table II) . This association was expected as higher conformational similarity to the reference compound 9 (i.e. the most potent) promotes inhibitory potency. The only exception was the OC of O7-C20-N1, whose positive coefficient suggested that high similarity with 9 for that angle disfavors binding (see below).
Multivariable regression analysis entailed various combinations of the OCs and/or physico-chemical descriptors. A correlation matrix was derived for all the descriptors (Table S1 ). Combinations of descriptors with descriptordescriptor correlation coefficients <0.8 were selected for the multivariable regression analysis. Three candidate quantitative models were obtained. Each included two descriptors (Table III) . The p-values of all independent variables and the intercept of each model were less then 0.05. Candidate models were ranked by AIC C indicators. Three models as assessed by AIC C weight factor (W i ) had 62.2%, 19.2% and 18.6% probability of being the best model (model 1, 2, and 3, respectively). The quantitative models yielded multivariable r 2 of 0.813, 0.773, and 0.771, respectively. Fig. 3 depicts the linear regression analysis between experimental and predicted binding affinity values from model 1. The leave-one-out model validation method was applied to the models independently. Q 2 value of model 1 was 0.726, suggesting robustness of the model. Models 2 and 3 yielded Q 2 <0.6 indicating moderate robustness (0.578 and 592, respectively). Regression plots for model 2 and 3 are provided in Supplemental Material (Fig. S1 ).
The best model (model 1) combined the angle O7-AS-BC and the physico-chemical descriptor GBener. Model 2 was a combination of two topological descriptors (O7-AS-C20 and N1-O7). Model 3 is comprised of the physicochemical parameter logP(o/w) and the structural descriptor C20-N1-OA. The negative coefficients of physico-chemical descriptors GBener (model 1) and logP(o/w) (model 3) indicate that hydrophobic character favors hASBT inhibition. Given the presence of a positive charge on N1, these results suggest that higher overall hydrophobicity may compensate for the highly polar nature of this moiety, thereby facilitating binding.
Similar to results from the single variable regression analysis, the OCs of the angles in the models showed negative coefficients. This suggested that conformational properties similar to 9 promote hASBT binding. Angles O7-AS-BC and O7-AS-C20 are related to the orientation of the α-substituent relative to the cholestane skeleton, indicating that this spatial relationship was important for activity. In model 2, the inclusion of the N1-O7 distance indicates that the spatial relationship of the piperidine ring to the cholestane was also important for activity. Interestingly, the positive coefficient of the distance N1-O7 indicates that compounds with the distribution of this particular distance similar to that of 9 have poorer inhibitory activity, which is unexpected. In 9, the N1-O7 distribution ranges from 10 to 20 Å with the maximum at 18-19 Å (see Fig. S2, Supplemental Material) . Notably, 18-19 Å is at the extrema of the distribution for all compounds in G1 ( Fig. 2A) , suggesting that, indeed, shorter N1-O7 distances favor inhibition. Thus, the model predicts that binding is favored by the close proximity of the piperidine moiety to the cholestane skeleton. In model 3, the structural parameter C20-N1-OA described the side chain conformation involving both the α and γ substituents. The negative coefficient indicated that compounds that sampled regions similar to that of 9 were better inhibitors. For 9 this angle ranged between 20 to 50° (Fig. S2, Supplemental Material) , suggesting that preferred side chain conformations are neither fully extended nor more compacted (e.g. optimal C20-N1-OA angle). This observation is consistent with shorter N1-O7 distance (compared to 9) exhibiting favorable potency. Also in model 3 the negative coefficient with logP(o/w) again indicated that great hydrophobicity improves binding, consistent with the GBener contribution in model 1. Overall, these results from quantitative CSP-SAR models indicated that increased hydrophobicity, α substituent orientation similar to 9, and partially compacted side chain conformation promote inhibitory potency.
hASBT Inhibition CSP-SAR Model Development: Qualitative Model. Qualitative analysis was performed in order to explain the high activity of G2 compounds. Quantitative models were not achieved apparently due to the high chemical similarity of G2 with poor inhibitors (i.e. G3). Efforts to develop quantitative models included both 1-D and 2-D OC values and physiochemical descriptors applying the methodology described in the preceding section to all three sets as well as G2 with G3. The later attempt included using compound 3 (K i =1.66 μM) as the reference compound as this is the most potent inhibitor in the G2 set. As stated above no model with r 2 >0.314 was identified (results not shown).
To obtain more detailed conformational information 2-D contour plots involving pairs of various structural descriptors were generated (Fig. 4) . In the 2-D plots, red regions illustrate conformations sampled by all compounds in set G1, blue regions are those sampled by G2 and turquoise regions illustrate conformations sampled by G3. Since compounds in G1 and G2 display K i <16 μM, the regions sampled by the G1 and G2 represent conformations of conjugates that favor hASBT inhibition. However, conformational space A and B represent the coefficient of the independent variables (molecular descriptors); K represents the coefficient of the intercept.
sampled by G2 and G3 compounds overlapped significantly, consistent with the 1-D results in shown in Fig. 2 . Why do G2 compounds have greater activity than G3 derivatives, given their conformational similarity? We hypothesized that small structural modifications in the γ-substituent impact binding by introducing conformational changes in the side chain beyond C-24. For example, compounds 20 (K i =3.7 μM) and 21 (K i =31.8 μM) only differ in the chirality of the piperidine carbon that is linked to the side chain (Table I) . Such subtle modification is suggested to impact interactions between the γ-substituent and O7, as well as γ-substituent and OA (Fig. 4) . For example, Fig. 4A clearly illustrates that conformational space defined by N1-O7 distances within 16-18 Å and C20-N1-OA angles within 25-40°was significantly sampled by G1 and G2 set, unlike G3 compounds. The G3 set samples systematically smaller N1-OA distances, smaller OA-CG-N1 angles, and larger OA-N1-CG angles than G2 (Fig. 4B and C, respectively) , while other conformational properties are similar (Fig. 2) . The observation that G3 compounds sampled a shorter range of N1-OA distance (<5 Å) than G1 and G2 suggested the existence of an ion-pair or salt-bridge interaction (45) between N1 and α-acid given that the G3 set include the free acid that is not accessible to the G2 compounds. This interaction appears responsible for the restricted movement of γ-substituent with respect to α-substituents thereby leading to decreased affinity. The G1 and G2 compounds also demonstrated the exclusive feature of sampling N1-CG distances within 4.5-5.5 Å, while this range of N1-CG distances was poorly accessed by G3 set. These conformational features, that are exclusively present in G1 and G2 compounds may indicate the conformations of the aminopiperidine conjugates which are favorable for binding to hASBT.
To ascertain the conformational differences between the G1, G2 and G3 sets, compounds 9 (0.953 μM), 20 (3.68 μM), and 21 (31.8 μM) were selected to represent the G1, G2, and G3 set, respectively. Being the most potent inhibitor, 9 was selected to represent the G1 set. Compounds 20 and 21 were selected to represent G2 and G3, respectively, because they showed significant difference in activity, despite of their high structural similarity. The only difference between 20 and 21 is the chirality of the linkage between methylene and piperidine ring. Compounds 9, 20, and 21 also have the piperidine nitrogen at 3-position with respect to the amide group. The conformations of the three compounds were selected based on the 2-D distributions of the structural descriptors (Fig. 4) . The conformers of 9 and 20 represent the conformational space which is exclusively accessed by G1 and G2 set, and not by G3. On the other hand, the conformer of 21 represents the most probable conformation of G3 set. By analyzing the structures of 9, 20 and 21 in Fig. 5 , the conformational features in the γ-substituent region that impact binding affinity may be elucidated. Fig. 5 highlights the conformational similarity between 9 and 20 around the γ-substituent, satisfying the observation derived from the 2-D plots in Fig. 4 . N1-OA for 9 and 20 was >8 Å but <5 Å for 21, consistent with the distributions on Fig. 4C . The shorter distance in 21 is associated with an ionic interaction between N1 and OA; a similar interaction was also observed the remaining G3 compounds, 22 and 23. The 3D QSAR model described by Baringhaus et al. involved inhibition of rabbit ASBT, and the model was developed using either negatively charged or neutral compounds (8) . According to their model, 5-member ring D, methyl group at 21 position, 7 or 12-OH in α-orientation, and a negative charge on the side chain were important for binding. Meanwhile, 3-ΟΗ and the cis-configuration of A and B rings of the steroidal nucleus were not relevant for binding. This model did not contain any information about the bile acid conjugates with positively charged side chain. In contrast to the model of Baringhaus et al., the model presented here explained the importance of the 3D orientation of the positively charged side chain for favorable activity. The presence of salt bridge between the piperidine nitrogen and α-acid diminished activity. CSP-SAR model also identified some structural descriptors involving 3-OH (i.e. distance O3-AS, angle O3-AS-BC, and distance N1-O3) to describe biological activity (Table II) , even though 3-OH was not relevant in Baringhaus et al.
In conclusion, a series of 29 aminopiperidine conjugates of CDCA-glu and UDCA-glu were synthesized in good yield and found to be highly potent inhibitors of hASBT. Inhibitory potency ranged from about 1-40 μM. A CSP-SAR model was developed that successfully identified structural and physicochemical features that favor binding based on a quantitative model that included G1 and G3 compounds. In addition a qualitative CSP-SAR model distinguished compounds in G1 and G2 from those in G3. The CSP-SAR model demonstrated the presence of a salt-bridge interaction between N1 and α-acid for G3 compounds. This interaction is not accessible to the G2 compounds due to subtle, but important changes in the connectivity of the piperidine ring to the γ position. For example, 20 in the G2 set and 21 in G3 only differ by the chirality of the linkage of the piperidine to the methylene, leading to an order of magnitude difference in activity. The putative ionic interaction in the G3 set leads to a conformational restriction on the N1-OA distance, resulting in poorer binding affinity. Given that the binding affinity of the present set of compounds ranged over a relatively small range, the fact that the CSP-SAR method was able to yield useful models relating structure and physio-chemical properties to activity indicates the potential of this approach for studies of hASBT binding and, ultimately, transport.
